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QUICK INTRO TO 
DOCUMENT

This document was 
created to point out 
features that ebay’s 
competitors have on their 
mobile apps.

Viewed them quickly and 
picking out features that 
stood out.
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above the fold below the fold



Clear back button to get 
back to the details page 
once you click on product 
description

No below the fold 
information

Action bar never leaves 
the screen, makes it 
seem as if you are 
staying on the same page 
the whole entire time

Ebay has a screen 
transition that makes me 
feel as if I am “leaving” 
the product

Ebay’s screen transition 
looks like Google Crome’s 
app when you open a 
new page / tab

overstock



Can access the cart 
feature at all times by 
swiping left on the phone

neat feature to be able 
to access personal 
information quickly

target & zappos CART SCREEN



Target has boxes that 
distinguish details page 
really well. The contrast 
of colors really sets apart 
the information

seems less cluttered

ebay has thin lines to 
separate sections of 
information

Image 2: clear and big 
“X” to exit the page, 
clear indication to go 
back to the previous 
page. Hard to find your 
way back to the previous 
page

target



All information is above 
the fold!!**

in box scrolling for more 
information about the 
product, takes the place 
of the images

never taken away from 
visually seeing the price

zappos



vs

zappos

on ebay to take action, 
you need to scroll below 
the fold, taken away from 
the view of the photos

horizontal buttons (less 
real-estate)
vs.
vertical buttons (similar 
color indicators)



Image 1: Zoom button 
feature

Image 2: BIG FONTS, 
easy to read

(screen transition from 
IV to ID is a left screen 
transition, makes it feel 
like you are flipping the 
page)

walmart



Color distinctions 
between headings and 
the information it displays

walmart

vs



Walmart logo provides 
access back to home 
page

walmart



BIG fonts

accessible search box at 
all time

best buy



Image preview and short 
description about the 
product you are getting 
“Features” on. 

Keeps the product 
in mind with photo 
thumbnail and short 
information snip-it

Keeps the product in 
view at all times

Also serves as a back 
button

best buy



boring.....

only thing, Amazon logo 
allows access to other 
parts of the mobile app 
besides just being a back 
button like ebay is

amazon



the read more feature, 
expands content, most 
importantly keeps you 
on the same page as the 
product, does not take you 
away from product images.

Does make the page longer 
in length for more scrolling 
to view the rest of the 
information

No boarder around images, 
very seamless, and 
embedded photos on the 
site

Image 2: easy to read and 
see who the seller is, can 
easily follow / (“save the 
seller”, in ebay’s case)

Quick way to mail the seller 
from contact button

Shipping prices and info 
is laid out in a meaningful 
way. You know exactly 
how much it will cost right 
off first glance

ALL CAPS font. vs lower 
case, for title distinctions

Payments found on first 
page

mass majority of 
information can be 
accessed from ONE PAGE

etsy



quick buttons that can 
access important pieces 
of information

section of information 
differentiated by color

jc jenny



constant “ADD TO 
CART” button, always 
viewable

ALL CAPS for headers,
small caps for information 
about the header

gilt



black opacity boarder 
around the image gallery, 
can semi see the original 
page, makes you feel 
like you have not left the 
product fully

**can click outside of the 
image boarder to go back 
to the main IV page
(cool feature) 

(no clear back button 
besides standard that is 
on the phone)

gilt

vs



• big exit buttons
• larger fonts vs small fonts
• color heading vs same color headings
• suggested products thumbnail scroll feature, bottom of IV
• screen transition, seems like you are being taken away from the page (current design)
• inside the IV box scroll feature (zappos)
• above the fold ONLY experience (zappos)
• ONE page scrolling experience (etsy)
• quick and strait forward buttons for contacting the seller
• shipping prices and information display
• color of sections that display information vs. a simple thin line
• access to the previous page

quick document overview

additional comments

• most applications had a suggestions item view slider at the bottom of each IV page
• eBay’s IV is very long compared to some of the competitors
• eBay IV images are within a distinct color box along with a small white boarder 

(seems like 3 layers)
• eBay’s IV is very boxy and contains a lot of thin lines that make a distinct grid
• Text is basically all black, with some grey
• Colors and CAPS can go a long way to create a grid without distinct lines


